ENHANCING SAFETY AND PRODUCTIVITY IN DC OPERATIONS

As operational safety concerns intensify and e-commerce accelerates, distribution center managers are implementing new protocols to improve worker well-being and adapt to increased order volumes. This "new normal" will require a comprehensive approach to safety without compromising productivity. Honeywell Safety and Productivity Solutions is providing the tools and technologies to help your employees and your customers thrive in the face of an uncertain future.

PROTECTING PEOPLE AND PLACES

- **Personal protective equipment** encourages individual use of masks, gloves, etc.
- **No-touch technologies** detect febrile workers and provide touchless building access.
- **Body-worn mobility devices** enable device tracking and cleaning procedure reminders.
- **Honeywell Forge software** provides visibility to trends, alerts and procedure compliance.

DRIVING LABOR PRODUCTIVITY

- **Labor management software** helps measure worker productivity, engagement and turnover.
- **Voice/mobility devices** enhance productivity while promoting adherence to safety procedures.
- **Remote maintenance and training** provide real-time virtual troubleshooting and distance learning options.

OPTIMIZING OPERATIONS

- **Robotics integration** drives productivity in picking, packing and truck unloading processes.
- **Honeywell Voice and software** boost productivity while making operations more efficient.
- **Micro-fulfillment center strategies** support emerging e-fulfillment business models.

See how to prepare for what’s next at [www.intelligrated.com/future](http://www.intelligated.com/future)